Abstract. The purpose of this study is to analyze and test a possible increase of the Limit Drawing Ratio (LDR) in Deep Drawing by Hydro-rim process (a certain subset of the classical Hydroforming) which includes the newly differential temperature effect. The idea is to facilitate the plastic flow by local heating along the flange and to cool the area where strength is needed. The suggested analysis is based on the dual bounds approach (upper and lower bounds simultaneously) using the highly versatile Johnson-Cook constitutive material model. The advantage of combined high hydraulic pressure (about 1000 bar) with relatively high blank temperature (with magnitude of about one third the melting temperature of the considered material) in the same operation is discussed. Emphasis is given to the rule of blank temperature difference (between the flange and the wall of the product) conjugate with optimal hydro rim pressure in increasing the limit drawing ratio of the products (Aluminum, Copper and various Steels).
INTRODUCTION
In the conventional deep drawing process the drawing ratio is restricted to its operational limit (LDR) such that the drawn blank will not fail by rupture or wrinkling. In classical deep drawing process the theoretical drawing ratio is limited to at most e=2.71 (Hill [1] ) in the absent of friction. In practice, LDR does not exceed the ratio of 2.2. In order to improve the drawing ratio, several methods had been pursued in the past years, mostly based on fluid pressure assisted methods. In the hydro rim process, an external fluid pressure is exerting upon the outer rim of the flange (see Fig. 1 ) and thus diminishing somewhat the required punch load. In a more advanced process, known as hydroforming process, the hydro-pressure is also applied upon the wall of the drawn cup. By doing so a 'useful' component of friction transfers shear traction to the wall of the product and thus reduces, by the same amount, the load transferred by the punch to the bottom of the drawn cup. Thus, the less tensile stress along the wall enables to elevate the drawing ratio prior to failure [2, 3, 4, 5] . In several papers [6, 7, 8, 9, 10] the authors found that the L.D.R, can reach the value of 3 by imposing relatively high blank temperature along the flange portion of the blank. Under such a condition the material, beside being softened, usually becomes more strain rate sensitive. Both effects increase the formability of the blank. In parallel, the cooling of the punch lowers the temperature of the attached wall of the drawn cup and thus leads to inherent strengthening exactly in areas where failure by rupture is mostly common. The goal of this work is to investigate analytically and experimentally the role of the temperature gradient (between the rim and the lip of the blank) along with the hydro-rim pressure upon the achievable LDR. Apparently, no attempt has been presented hitherto to combine all these parameters into a single Deep Drawing machine. This will be tried herewith.
THE NEWLY HYDROFORMING DEEP DRAWING MACHINE
The enhancement of the LDR relies on combining the proven hydroforming benefits and the anticipated benefit of applying temperature difference into one 'smart' deep drawing machine. The foundation for such a machine was established in the Metal forming Laboratory at the Technion-Israel Institute of Technology, Faculty of Mechanical Engineering.
FIGURE 1.
Deep drawing process, with hydro-rim pressure, hydro-forming pressure and deferential heating.
The new machine consists of the following:
• P.C process controller via proportional hydraulic valves.
• A punch via a joint, to minimize bending loads (i.e. to avoid horizontal forces).
• Sensitive LVDT measuring device to allocate the punch position and allowing control of the punch speed in the range of 0.1-10 mm/sec.
• Load cell for measuring the punch force.
• Dedicated Hydraulic system (controlled by the PC) for regulating the hydraulic pressure in the hydraulic chamber. At this stage the hydraulic pressure is limited to 300 bar, but with a commercial "booster" it is doubled to 600 bar.
• A second Hydraulic system (independent of the previous one ), controlled by a PC for regulating the hydraulic pressure at the outer rim of the flange (the Hydro-Rim pressure). Presently, the maximum available hydro-rim pressure is 1000 bar.
• Differential heating consists with several heating devices, placed inside the blank holder and inside the die, along with temperature measuring devices spread over the heated zone. At this stage of work, the temperature rate control is an open loop process. It is planned to add a temperature control to follow the path which will be recommended by our mathematical model, briefly described later.
• A stream of water or liquid nitrogen will flow through channels inside the punch to cool it. Accurate control of the blank holder position in the range of 10E-4 mm. Changes in thickness of the blank are used to improve the sealing of the hydro-rim pressure at the outer rim of the flange. Hence thickening of the flange generates its own sealing, provided the blank holder is able to be lifted accordingly.
UPPER BOUND SOLUTION (a brief description)
The upper bound solution is formulated with the Johnson Cook constitutive relation [11] . It includes few free material parameter to match empiricism. The 'n' designates the non-linear strain hardening and 'm'-the non-linear effect of the temperature. The constants A, B, C, are free to match tests. The versatility of this expression has long been found suitable for representing wide family of metals and already incorporated in few commercial FEM codes (see .i.e. LS DYNA code). It was given originally as
where
As usual, the superscript asterisk in the velocity field (*) describes a trial (but admissible) velocity field and the resulting variables (strain rates, etc.) whereas non superscripted terms designate the actual fields. The trial velocity field * U should satisfy the following:
• The incompressibility condition expressed by the strain rates components:
• Zero velocity variation on the boundaries, so
on the surface u S on which the actual velocity field is prescribed.
• Continuity of the normal velocities components, when crossing lines (arbitrary by choice) of velocities discontinuity. The interfacial friction between the blank and the tools is described by
where k is the maximum shear stress that the material can sustain, and µ is the friction coefficient subtended between 0 (frictionless case), to unity (adhesive sticking case).
The external applied rate of energy J is derived from the punch load multiplied by the punch speed. By the very nature of the upper bound formulation, the total energy dissipation is bounded by where the power of the deformation is (7) (8) and the rate of factional loss is described by W' f = \TAU'dS (9) where the shear stress in (9) is modeled as r = /^K • The power loss rate due to velocity discontinuity is described by 5r The work rate of the known traction ( on S T ), is expressed by
For simplicity, we will assume that the thickness of the blank is unaltered during the process, namely t = const. This simplification can, essentially, be overridden (see [12] ). Eq. (5) satisfies the following admissible velocity field
The corresponding admissible strain rate components:
The equivalent strain is calculated by (16) where r , is the initial position of radius 'r' at t=0. r 0 can be calculated by volume constancy (5), namely
(where b is the radius of the unreformed blank). Expanding (16) in Taylor series 
It is suitable mainly to the inception of the drawing process.
Substituting (20) and (3) into (1) leads to':
The dissipation rate is calculated by (9) in the range of the flange area where r is between the inside redius of the product 'a' and the current rim position R.
Substituting (20), (21), (8) , (9), (10) and (11) into (7), leads to the symbolic expression for the punch upper bound load:
Expanding (22) by the relevant integration yields the following: The Tresca yield stress has its relevance here as is defined in (32). The constant of integration in (37) is left to describe the effect of the hydroforming fluid pressure on the one-side blank face (as is the case in the classical hydroforming process, [2] and [5] ). In the present hydro-rim process, shown in Fig. 1 , the solution of (37) is not needed in view of the assumption that the thickness of the blank is unchanged during the process.
Substituting (32) . In engineering applications one can estimate the frictional value of the friction coefficient by curve fitting to experimental results. Deep drawing experiments had clearly shown that it ranges between 0.01 to 0.001, depending on the roughness of the surfaces. This will bring the solution closer to reality but will cease to represent the rigorous bound. An example is shown in Fig. 2,3 ,4,5. 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
At this stage of the research, the "Smart Deep Drawing Machine" was tested for each individual variable (temperature, rim pressure, etc.). Drawing ratio with solely the rim pressure (without temperature difference) enables to reach a significant high value (above 3 as seen in Fig. 6 ). It is anticipated that in conjunction with temperature difference we will overpass it. This is left to be tested. FIGURE 6. The drawing limit of a classical deep drawing process (left), and the newly suggested hydro forming process (without differential heating). 
SUMMARY
The paper presents a theoretical closed form bounding solution of drawing loads. It enables to predict the punch load in hydro rim drawing process with (or without) differential heating, based on the dual bound procedure (upper and lower bounds). The stress/ strain/ strain rate, constitutive material model of Johnson-Cook was used to describe the material behavior during the process. The theoretical solutions are fairly in agreement with experimental results. The rule of hydro rim pressure and temperature gradient were proved (individually) by experiments to be favorable in enhancing the LDR. Their combined effect is left for future study.
